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l. (a) Find the binomial expansion of

1+ + sr;i, 1"1 a 1
5

in ascending powers of_r, up to and including the term in,r2.
Give each coefficient in its simplest form.

(b) Find rhe exacr ralue ol (4 - 5jr) *h.n ,.-- |
l0

Give your answer in the form trD, where ft is a constant to be determined.

(1)

(c) Substitute ,, = I ,n,o your binomial expansion from part (a) and hence find an

approximare valuc lor rE

Gir e your answer in rhe f n
orm ! where p and q are inlcgers.

(2)



2. The curve Chas equation

x2-3xy-4y2+64=0

(a) Find !l in ,..r, of x and y.dx (s)

(b) Find the coordinates of the points on C where I = 0'dx
(Solutions based entirely on graphical or numerical methods are not acceptable.)

LyL+64 =o
x-L-l ' -\6rl.t- =Q

-z\



3.

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows a sketch of part of the curve with equation ! = 4x-,"1', ,r- O

The curve meets the x-axis at the origin O and cuts the x-axis at the point,4.

(a) Find, in terms of 1lr.2, the x coordinate of the point l.

(b) Find 
r r

J xe7'dx

(3)

The finite region R, shown shaded in Figure 1, is bounded by the x-axis and the curve with
equation

l

!=4x-ys1',x)0

(c) Find, by integration, the exact value for the area of R.

Give your answer in terms of ln2
(3)

(2\
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r ltd* 
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---2_



4. Wth respect to a fixed origin e the lines l, and l. aregiven by the equations

,,,, lril .,1 i) 1.:r._l il .,1 ;)I il (_,/ :' l_il -l_;)
where ) and p are scalar parameters andp is a constant.

The lines /, and /, intersec t at the point A.

(a) Find the coordinates ofl.

(b) Find the value ofthe constantp.

tt' 
i,T.li* 

acute angle between t, and t,, g'in
(3)

g your answer in degrees to 2 decimal

The point .B lies on /, where 
trz 
: , 

(')

,0, 
l:1-,,1: :n.onesr 

disrance tiom rhe poinr B to the lirJ slgnificanl figures. -"' Lrr! PU'IIr o to me lrne /,. giving your answer to

Q)

(3)



a) Fr=rr. " frt*)= (fj-ti) 
o s,B+3A -, r^tr'

.: A( e-i, i-*r-z*s) -'. *(srtre)

b) @ -3r\=5t9(-r) a ii+tr=l :- }.=k
---2

G g-lt*) = -z-s(-r) :) P-\z = -2+S .'- pls

-,_9.3!Ee"'z-

d) e(iiil s(r ) ts(rr,t,-t) o"' 2,

_ tq
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=

rerit-ut \

er 
;[= (+] (i)- L?")

.. tfi t=F'-r-lo'
'\-zoo

-'- shorte.ot otrrfanq -- J6o r Srn3t-Ez

' ?.$o

rtt
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5. A cr.rrve C has parametric equations

x=4r+3, y=4t+a+1, t+02t'

(a) Find the value ol !I ut the point on C where t :2, givngyou.r answer as a fraction
oir

in its simplest form.
(3)

(b) Show that the cartesian equation of the curve C can be written in the form

x2 +ax+b , x+3
x-3

where a and b are integers to be determined.
(3)





6-

Diagram
not to scale

Figure 2 shows a sketch of the curue with equation f, = ]@:iX, + g

The finite region R, shown shaded in Figure 2, is bounded by the curve,
and the 7-axis.

(a) Use the substitution:r: 1 + 2sin6 to show that

I
t:

= kl cos'? de
I-t

6

Figure 2

where f is a constant to be determined.

(b) Hence find, by integration, the exact area ofR.

, o(x(
the x-axis,

(s)

(3 - x)(x + 1) d"r

(3)



, a.-
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7, (a) Express 
=- 

in partialfractions.
P(P _ 2)

(3)
A team ofbiologists is studying a population ofa particular species of animal.

The population is modelled by the differential equation

d,P l

i=rptp-2)cos2t, r)0

Xrl,iTI_:J* 
poputation in thousands, and r is the time measurecl in years since the starr

Given thatp = 3 when t:0,
(b) solve this differential equation to show that

D_ 6
I^

J - ";stnzr

(c) find the time taken for the popuration to reach 4000 for the first time.Give your answer in y"urc to1 significant n*"r. " ^-

a



.:. ( = -ln3

33lSm2t
lr?5'nzt 

=9 e 4L-- or-/3\'-e-'-' L j,n2t=Z\,^(a)

t,O.4+3
-)



8.

Diagram
not to scale

F'igure 3

Figure 3 shows a sketch of part of th6 curve C with equation

v:3',

The point P lies on C and has coordinates (2, 9).

The line / is a tangent to C at P. The line / cuts the r-axis at the point Q.

(a) Find the exact value of the * coordinate of Q.
(4)

The finite region R, shown shaded in Figure 3, is bounded by the curve C, the.r-axis,
the y-axis and the line i. This region R is rotated through 360o about the x-axis.

(b) Use integration to find the exact value of the volume ofthe solid generated.

Give your answer in the form -L where p and q are exact constants.q'

lYou may assume the formula V = ! w2h for the volume oJ a cone.l3 (6)

S-q --ql^".(:, -L) arH S ls o
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